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Urban
Transport
Europe’s rivers and canals reach deep into the heart of many towns and
cities. High-performance waterways are catalysts for sustainable mobility
of goods and people. Cities, ports and companies can tackle congestion
and greenhouse gases by joining forces on the urban waterfront

Editorial
In this new century where cities play an increasingly important role, waterways need to be
re-evaluated as part of creating an ambitious new urban culture combining the well-being
of citizens, economic development and tourist attractions.
The city of Lyon for example, where the Saône and the Rhône converge, owes its
development and prosperity to its geographical situation and inland navigation. This is why
we decided in 2001 to launch the refurbishment of the embankments of the Rhône and
planned the operation ‘Saône River Banks’.
Our inland port Lyon Edouard Herriot plays an essential part in this water ambition as it
allows goods from all over the world to reach the inner city in a sustainable way. Lyon’s
economic and urban ambitions are therefore unthinkable without the Rhône and the Saône.
Today, rivers are mainly used to evacuate and ship in aggregates. Looking at ongoing
developments throughout the EU, waterways will increasingly allow us to clear domestic
waste and to foster sustainable urban logistics for tomorrow, embedded in visionary Urban
Mobility Plans, which not only address mobility but also a range of other policies that have
a strong impact on the choice of carbon-low transport modes available.

Gérard Collomb

Senator-Mayor of Lyon and Chairman of Grand Lyon
Chairman of EUROCITIES, the network of major European cities

Quick facts
Reliable deliveries
While speed has become a way of life,
100% reliability is the key to proper
planning of production and distribution
processes. What the waterways lose in
speed they more than make up in ontime deliveries.
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shipping. Barges lead the way in safe
transport, especially for dangerous
cargoes, with extremely high standards

Urban Transport

of inspection, training and licensing.
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Congestion, rising pollution and CO2 are major
challenges for cities. 60% of EU citizens live in cities,
making seamless logistics a paramount concern. The
European Commission action plan on sustainable
urban transport comes none too soon to reconcile
the demand for more goods and better mobility.
Maintaining cities as major engines of economic
growth requires an integrated approach with new
ways of thinking strongly related to global warming
and air pollution. Many cities in Europe lie on the
water, but water as a transport medium faces strong
competition from housing and leisure, pushing more
transport traffic to already congested roads.

These conflicts are not necessary. Some proactive
cities have discovered that a shared use of the indemand waterfront makes more sense. These cities,
many of which are featured in this brochure, are
leading catalysts for new mobility and urban planning
projects. Investing in innovative architecture and
supporting inland ports makes sense for sustainable
city distribution. As water runs through the heart of
many city centres, it provides sustainable ways of
reducing lorry traffic and maintaining the accessibility
of economic centres. It helps to anchor economic
activities locally, attracts promising activities with
added value and creates new job opportunities,
creating the best possible social, environmental and
economic development for a long-term future.

Quick green facts
Energy and carbon
Thanks to scale efficiency, inland
shipping is extremely energy efficient.
Low energy-use means a small carbon

External costs in €/tkm

footprint, which makes barges a
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perfect ally in keeping greenhouse
gases down.

1,64

Emissions

1,5

Harmful emissions are currently
relatively low, with a long term target
of zero-emissions. With a lot of
innovation in the pipeline, inland ships
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help to keep the city environment
clean and safe.
0,59

Noise

0,5
0,27

Inland waterway transport is the most
silent transport modality, so a perfect
partner for populated urban areas.
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Residents are not disturbed in their
rail

barge
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accidents
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noise

sleep as ships go by.
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truck
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Ports in towns & cities
Conflicts or win-win?
Many ports are in vibrant urban areas, but carry
freight for distant inland markets in addition to
markets in their immediate area. Port city residents
feel they carry an unfair environmental burden
and respond by placing increasing political and
environmental pressure on local authorities to slow
down or restrict increase in port traffic, in spite of
the role it plays in their local economy. Citizens are
also consumers, but permanently handing over key
strategic sites to residential property development may
undermine the creation of a truly co-modal network

Urban Transport

and lead to more environmental headaches.
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The NEA research institute predicts a high percentage increase of freight flow
in the next decade. The rising pressure on the European transport system
requires an efficient use of all available transport. Since the waterways still
have room for additional traffic, there is a good future for this transport
mode, if the pressure on urban area inland ports can be reduced.
Without inland ports, inland navigation becomes
economically almost impossible. Studies demonstrate
that the availability of locations for industries and
transhipment centres directly located along rivers
and canals is key to viable waterway transport. Such
favourable transport relations prevent expensive
transhipments and pre-/end truck hauls.
In general, local authorities are responsible for
locating industries and the development of new
logistics parks but they tend to favour housing
projects promising nice views on the waterside.
They do not realise that inland ports provide room
for important industrial and logistics activities,
thus creating jobs, turnover, profits and welfare
and contributing to the competitiveness of the
economy.

In the Netherlands a toolkit for policy makers at regional and local level, providing a 10-step approach
with instruments
to support the
analyses and de
cision making has
been created. The
first step aims to
create awareness
about the opportunities, contribution and added value of transport by water and
inland ports for the region. Next the local authorities
are supported in developing a master-plan for the
port area and in making well balanced decisions together with the key stakeholders. Finally the toolkit
pays attention to the implementation and evaluation
of such projects.

The loss of waterside transhipment space to
residential property development may make voters
happy and fill the municipality funds, but the long
term drawback is of course that a reduction of
inland waterway transport opportunities results in
a “reversed modal shift” adding more trucks to the
busy roads.

Contact
Martin Quispel
NEA
mqu@nea.nl
www.nea.nl

Multifunctional inland ports as Europe’s new Main Ports

Urban Transport

“Throughout Europe, more and more goods are transported each day. Every transport mode,
whether it is road, rail or inland waterway, has to contribute to meet this growth. To use the
specific advantages of every mode, and this matters especially for inland transport,
multifunctional inland ports are essential nodes in the network. The more services and
economic activities are clustered around inland ports, the more attractive they will be.
This will increase inland waterway transport and reduce congestion elsewhere. Therefore,
Europe should focus more on the development of inland ports as Europe’s new Main
Ports. They are after all the gateway to efficient and sustainable transport in Europe.”
C ori en Wortmann , Mem ber of th e E urop ean Pa r l i a m e n t
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interview Marie-Anne Bacot
Director-General Port Autonome de Paris

Seine ouverte

the solution is consultation

Many city ports struggle to keep their transshipment sites in operation.
The waterfront is ‘in’ for leisure and residential property development.
Not so in Paris, where the port and the city happily embrace each other on
the river Seine.
What was the turning point for a different
development vision of the port of Paris?
Notwithstanding
its
policy
of
high-quality
installations, the port of Paris faced municipal
opposition to maintaining its activities along the
Seine. Two events triggered a positive change.
Firstly, closer cooperation between the port, the
city and the national architect’s institution when
drafting the terms of reference for the integration of
port infrastructure. Secondly, the preparation of an
urban plan which took proper account of the public
importance of the port’s installation in Paris. A good
example is the concrete manufacturing site of Holcim
opened in November 2007 in port Tolbiac.

Urban Transport

How does the partnership work and does it
involve more costs ?
The restoration of port areas in the 13th district was
realised after intense consultation of all stakeholders:
the city of Paris, the district’s Mayor, architects of
the cultural heritage institution, associations and
local inhabitants. A continued presence of industrial
and port activity in Paris is only guaranteed when
access to the river banks remains open and mixes
with public areas and specific zones for recreation
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and leisure. This obligation has indeed led to a
higher cost, mainly due to the use of high-quality
building materials, which makes a correct weighting
of costs essential.
What would you recommend to other city ports
for a successful development of their port in
an urban environment?
The planning stage of a restoration project is
essential. One should realize that the consultation
process often raises interesting ideas which can enrich
a project and that by relying on the competence of
professionals all parties can be brought on board.
However, the success of this kind of project first and
foremost depends on the duration and manner in
which maintenance and operational obligations are
taken into account.

Contact
www.paris-ports.fr/fr/minisite

Ile-de France news cycle
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 owadays if you buy a newspaper in Paris, it is very likely the
N
paper was transported by water. 20,000 tonnes of paper reach
Paris’ newspaper and magazine printers by ship and the waste
collected in bales is shipped back by barge to Rouen for recycling.
By next year, volumes will multiply by 6 to reach 120,000 tonnes.

For the past 10 years Syctom, the Paris household
waste treatment company, has encouraged
sustainable transport solutions for the big waste
flows generated by a metropolitan region like Paris,
but the contract passed with the paper company
UPM Kymmene is truly unique, and a fine example of
an innovating solution.
Shipping waste consisting of collected old newspapers
and magazines for recycling to Grand-Couronne
(Rouen) has already been in operation since 2005
with a 800 tonnes motorbarge equipped with an
onboard crane, but now UPM Kymmene will also
send the newly manufactured paper rolls (2.5m
wide) by ship to Paris where they will be used to
print daily newspapers and magazines. This makes
a perfect round trip for a new liner service with a
dedicated 1,800 tonnes vessel taking on board 30
‘45 ft palletwide’ containers to and from Rouen,
operating twice a week.

The operation avoids all-in-all around 4,200 truck
movements and this volume is set to increase.

Contact
Philippe Maugé
Voies Navigables de France
www.vnf.fr

Swimming pool in Kreuzberg,
Berlin
The Badeschiff is an old river cargo container,
which has been recycled into a swimmingpool. Anchored in the Spree-water of the
Berlin East-Harbour, the fresh water of the
Badeschiff now enables the city’s inhabitants
to figuratively swim in their river and is part
Urban Transport

of a new urban lifestyle.
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Barging logjams away in ports
Major EU ports are struggling with a surge in container cargo.
Problems may worsen as the world’s shipping lines take delivery
of new ships to handle sea traffic from South East Asia while the
capacity to move goods reduces. The slower freight moves, the
more it costs for business and society. One of the solutions is to
move containers between the port area and inland ports, where
reconsolidation and distribution can be done more efficiently than
in the tight confines of the port. Velocity can only be improved,
however, if ships are handled rapidly in the seaport.
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 ost industrial activity is concentrated near ports.
M
Increased container transport has led to traffic
congestion in some regions, in turn causing unreliable
delivery schedules and higher costs. AMSbarge, a new
regional collection service creates a direct connection
from companies and industrial sites to international
destinations via the waterway.

Mercurius-Amsterdam, a container crane ship,
each day travels between companies and industrial
sites along the waterways around Amsterdam to
pick up and drop off container boxes from and to
container terminals. Pallets and big bags can also
be transported. It contains a powerful crane to
transport the boxes from the quay. This means
companies don’t have to invest in crane equipment
on the quay, a huge saving in operational costs.

A new trial is underway using the MercuriusAmsterdam as a container transferium, a similar
concept to the Port Feeder Barge. And in 2009, a
new crane ship will be ready, an improved version
of the first one.

Contact
Robert-Jan Zimmerman - Mercurius Shipping Group
info@mercurius-group.nl
Herman Journée - Port of Amsterdam
Herman.Journee@portofamsterdam.nl

Urban Transport

“Amsterdam City has actively switched towards sustainability with action plans and
strict targets. Innovation is stimulated and in many parts of the city there are good
results. With the AMSbarge system a breakthrough could be realised in goods transport
in road congested city areas delivering immediate environmental improvements. Other
sustainable solutions in transport are underway.”
J ob C ohen , M ayo r o f Ams t e r da m
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 smart alternative to road trucking in the port of Hamburg,
A
the Port Feeder Barge is intended to travel between
the various terminals in order to shift in-port container
transhipment from road to waterway. In addition, it is also
a swimming terminal for inland navigation as a solution to
ease port congestion.

A daily round-the-port-service will be offered with
operations secured by co-operation agreements
between local terminal operators. The vessel will
call at all major terminals on a regular basis but also
serves smaller facilities on demand. There is one
additional regular call at a central berth to meet with
the inland waterway vessels for direct ship-to-ship
box transfer in order to shorten time consuming
trips around the port.
In this manner ocean terminals will be released from
their obligation to serve inland waterway vessels
and these vessels will benefit from a considerably
reduced port stay. With its own full-scale container
crane, the Port Feeder Barge can transfer containers
between the terminals independently from quayside

equipment. Compared to trucking the Port Feeder
Barge can provide intra-terminal box transfer for a
huge number of containers at the same time (even
for oversized containers), without personnel from
the terminal, even if terminal gates are closed.

Contact
Ulrich Malchow
Port Feeder Barge
www.portfeederbarge.de

Floating ice-rink - a new attraction
on German waterways!
Even in winter time, barges bring entertainment.
Urban Transport

The idea of a floating ice-rink came from a Frankfurt
radio station. A navigation family put its coupled barges
at their disposal. Skaters crossing from one barge to
another, could dance to the ‘Hits on ice’ radio show
which was broadcast live.
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Waste on water
Over 2.3 billion tons of waste is generated annually
in the EU but right now 60% of this amount is
transported by trucks. Forward thinking cities
such as Brussels, Lille, Liège, London, Paris, The
Hague and others are trying to increase their
waste shipments over water to relieve congestion
in urban areas. Logistics represent 50% of waste
handling costs
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T
 he waste transport system in Lille metropolis relies on waterways.
Lille’s inland port has a sustainable transport system that barges
waste away to waterborne valorisation plants. Thanks to this new
planning policy, Lille has reduced lorry hauls by approximately 16,500.

Transporting waste by barge started in 1999 when
the Lille metropolis with its 1.1 million inhabitants
had to close its incinerators for domestic waste
which had previously processed up to 1,300 tonnes
of waste a day. The Ports of Lille organised a barge
system with open top containers to send part of
its domestic refuse to a landfill plant in the area.
Between 1999 and 2002, when the new incinerator
became fully operational, more than 55,400
containers were transported by ship.

Urban Transport

As this experience showed that waterways could
easily deal with waste, the Lille Urban Community
decided to entrust the port with larger volumes.
In the new system, valorisation plants have been
established along the canal in port areas, to allow
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for barging waste away. Since September 2007,
Lille’s 2 most important valorisation plants are linked
by barges, transporting a volume of approximately
220,000 tonnes per year.
The Lille example demonstrates that inland ports
are reliable and efficient partners in urban planning
and policy, especially for waste transport, a crucial
issue in urban environments.

Contact
Dominique Drapier - drapier@portsdelille.com
Communications Manager,
Ports of Lille
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 ince 1990, the Belgian city of Liège has moved an increasing part
S
of its household refuse by water. At the end of 2008, a new waste
treatment plant transforming waste into energy will be opened
which by 2010 will also process the municipal waste of Namur,
some 60km upstream.

The intercommunal agency INTRADEL, responsible
for the collection and treatment of household refuse
of Liège and its surrounding municipalities (almost
1 million inhabitants), has 18 years of experience
in shipping household refuse collected upstream
(Flémalle) to the incinerator located downstream
(Herstal). Every two days a barge takes the Meuse
river that flows as a south – north axis right through
the city, shifting some 41,000 tonnes off the
downtown roads each year.
The barges, which carry loads of 1,350 tonnes,
travel over 20km and help Liege to avoid a flow of
refuse lorries which would otherwise cross residential
areas.

By 2010, Namur will be short of waste management
capacity and will ship its household waste to the new
waste treatment plant which will transform waste
into energy.
Definitely a great solution to prevent extra traffic,
congestion and nuisance in and out of the city area!

Contact
Pierre Warnier
Office de Promotion des Voies Navigables
pwarnier@met.wallonie.be
www.opvn.be

Dipcity
Urban Transport

Inland ports in North West Europe face common challenges. The DIPCITY
project, supported by the EU Interreg programme, involves the ports of
Brussels, Paris, Liège and Lille, and aims to promote the sustainability
of inland ports’ hinterlands and metropolitan areas by better and more
attractive planning. Dipcity also seeks ways to transport a greater
proportion of municipal waste by canal or river.
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Sand & building materials
Europe consumes some 3 billion tones of aggregates a year. No
surprise when you realize that human activities are unthinkable
without aggregates. Motorways, cycle routes, houses, schools,
offices, sculptures, and many other things all require some form of
building material. A single city region, for example Île-de-France,
accounts for 2.6 tonnes of construction materials per inhabitant
per year. Currently, 29% of that total is carried in by barge.
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 n summertime, the city and port authorities of Europe’s
I
capital install a beach on their waterfront. Inhabitants can
enjoy the benefits of living and working close to the water
with Bruxelles-Les-Bains. The sand is delivered by barge,
safely and with minimal carbon impact.

For many years, the Brussels canal zone was cut off the
city centre but now the tide has turned. The port and city
authorities are resolved to make the waterfront a nice
place to visit. Freight activities have been relocated but
certainly not banned. An urban integration programme
has been implemented by the Port of Brussels, choosing
to develop the most central part of the waterfront as a
leisure area.
The objective is to encourage a direct contact between
the inhabitants and the waterway. Esplanades have
been built to enable a nice stroll along the water in
the heart of Brussels and each summer, Bruxelles-LesBains offers a welcome alternative for stressed out

office workers and children who cannot leave the city on
holiday in the summer.
Palm trees, deck chairs, parasols and ‘hip’ entertainment
at the edge of the water have turned urban beaches
into “the places to be”, attracting more visitors each
year. Thousands of tonnes of fine sand are necessary to
realise these projects, but bringing the beach sand in by
inland waterway vessel could not be easier.

Contact
Sylvain Godfroid - Port of Brussels
sgodfroid@port.irisnet.be
www.port.irisnet.be

City planning in Brussels
Urban Transport

By encouraging the use of waterborne transport, Brussels reduced lorry
traffic with a commensurate loss of 90 000 tons of CO2. By 2013 the city
will increase the use of barges for freight transport by 50%.
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 20,000 tonnes of sand and aggregates shipped by barge equals
1
500,000 truck movements avoided and 170,000 litres of diesel
saved. That’s the happy surprise of the construction company
building the new headquarters of the Région Rhône-Alpes in the
new city quarter Lyon Confluence.

The company in charge of the earthworks uses a
quay in the port Rambaud, the old port of Lyon
which lost its freight role a number of years ago and
has now been refurbished as part of an ambitious
urban project to regain its role as a logistic linchpin
in river freight transshipment. This is a fine example
of how, with only one quay and limited space, a
modal solution can be organized with carbon low
transport modes. With its 2 rivers, the Lyon area is
well-placed to develop this type of logistical solution
with a two-fold benefit: reducing the number of
truck movements in the city, and cutting the cost of
infrastructure works.

Other companies will witness the ongoing flurry of
barges and seriously consider the riverside option
for their future proposals for large urban building
sites. Who knows, perhaps the waterways will be
used for shipping construction materials to Lyon for
the future Red Cross tunnel or the extension of Line
B of the underground railway!

Contact
Anne Estingoy
Voies Navigables de France
www.vnf.fr

Lyon confluence
coming to life
Urban Transport

An old industrial area of some 1,500,000 sqm in Lyon’s innercity
metamorphosises to become a multifaceted and vibrant new
neighbourhood. While people enjoy strolling, cycling and living
along Lyon’s rivers, freight vessels will carry vital loads safely
through the city.
www.lyon-confluence.fr
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Close to consumers
Today’s consumer expects fresher produce,
with a wider choice, than at any other time
in history. They also expect more innovative
transport solutions. Inland waterways rise to the
challenge.
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 ondon’s oldest grocer, Sainsbury’s, is trying out a more
L
environmentally-friendly way of delivering food to its stores on
the Thames, as it did originally in 1869. They have discovered
that freight in fact moves faster on the river than on central
London’s roads as there are no traffic jams.

From its distribution centre in South East London, the
day’s delivery for stores travels by barge, rather than
by road, arriving in close proximity to the west London
store. If extended to all stores in the same area, some
350,000 road km could be saved every year.
Moving freight to the river contributes to Sainsbury’s
target of reducing CO2 emissions by 25% by 2012.
This trial is one of its many projects to explore more
energy efficient transport and operations, aiming to
reduce by 5 million km the distance Sainsbury’s fleet
and suppliers travel by 2010. It tested the potential of

the upper river for moving time-sensitive goods, and
demonstrated that freight moves faster on the river
than on central London’s roads as there is no traffic
build-up. Free energy is also available when using the
river as the tide helps to propel the vessel.

Contact
Yariella Coello - Sea & Water
info@seaandwater.org
www.sainsburys.co.uk

Urban Transport

Eurocommerce
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Chairman Senator Feargal Quinn: “Timely deliveries in the cities are
important to all industries. Customers expect a full range of high quality,
reasonably priced products to be available the whole year round. Our
sector is highly dependent on transport and needs an optimal system for
transport and logistics. These are the backbone of the European economy.
The major challenge for us in the commerce sector is to reduce our
negative environmental impacts. Therefore our increasing interest
in alternative transport modes.”
www.eurocommerce.be
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 nland waterways transport confirms itself as an innovative
I
solution for sustainable city logistics. Not only for freight, but also
for passengers. Sightseeing boats and water taxis, even bicycles,
use the river.

A recent initiative in Paris, a self-service bicycle
scheme called “Vélib” for “Vélo Liberté”, is making
use of the Seine to transport bicycles and mechanics
swiftly from one stopping point to another, 12
in total, along the river. The vessel, JC Decaux
Cyclocity, is based at Champigny sur Seine, and is
fully equipped for repairs and storage, embarking
and disembarking at various points in the city.
Over 1 million people made use of Vélo Liberté in
the first 3 weeks after the operation started in July
2007. It is expected that some 50 to 70 thousand
people a day will, for a very modest subscription
fee, use the bicycles which can be picked up from
one stop and left at another for their short journeys,
which will remove many cars from the congested
Paris roads.

Con ta ct
Philippe Maugé
Voies Navigables de France
www.vnf.fr

Utrecht’s beerboat
goes electric

Urban Transport

The Utrecht canal area is a no-go
zone for trucks. On the initiative
of the city authority, shippers
now hire space on a crane boat
which supplies the bars and
restaurants on the canals. Currently fuelled
by diesel, the boat will eventually navigate
on green electric power eliminating harmful
emissions and slashing greenhouse gases by
94%, which is the equivalent of a forest of
11 football fields.
Jaap de Jong, Utrecht Port Director said:
“Faced with inner city delivery problems,
the city of Utrecht simply changed its way
of thinking. Instead of opting for common
road solutions, we decided to make use of
the existing asset of small canals to keep
goods flowing in a sustainable way.”
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Way forward to turn
waterways and ports into
assets for carbon-low and
congestion free cities

1. Urban & mobility planning: create an integrated vision
and strategy
Waterside locations in cities are “in”. They are increasingly attractive
for tourism, leisure and housing. Industrial and transport activities
are gradually disappearing. Notwithstanding the boom in the services
sector, the city economy still lives on goods (office equipment,
housing, hospitality industry, waste) while citizens still consume
(food, wear, furniture, electronics), but goods enter and leave the
city by other ways. However, clogged traffic arteries and raising
pollution now require new cross-discipline strategies and pro-active
planning. Some cities show this is perfectly possible by a shared
use of the waterfront for both leisure and transport with innovative
architecture and new job opportunities for semi-skilled workers.
2. Spur public involvement and support co-modal transport
Multi-modal transport solutions are by nature more complex than
single mode transportation. A new project must have enough critical
mass to start. Cities can leave everything to the market or decide
to take an active role. As a neutral actor, they can bring interested
partners together that otherwise would not meet spontaneously and
help to reach critical mass for new projects. Such a catalyst role is a
good means for cities to monitor and attain their own goals in terms
of mobility, sustainability, welfare, social inclusion, etc.
It’s a win-win for both authorities and businesses.
3. Clear the administrative labyrinth for regulations
and permits
To set up a multi-modal transhipment facility, businesses have
to find their way through a time-consuming, complex and often
costly labyrinth of planning, building and environmental regulations
and permits. Confronted with 10 administrative barriers or more,
many innovative and interesting projects stop. If interested in
socioeconomic return of the project, urban authorities can guide and
support businesses through the process and signpost red tape to the
regional, national and European level with a message to streamline
regulation without decreasing protection and safety levels.

This brochure is a joint initiative of Inland
Navigation Europe and the European Federation
of Inland Ports. It has been achieved
thanks to the kind support of Eurocities,
Eurocommerce, NEA and Sea and Water
For more information, you can contact

Inland Navigation Europe (INE)
	Karin De Schepper
+32 2 553 62 70
European Federation of Inland Ports (EFIP)
	Willy Robijns
+32 2 420 70 37

4. Create green incentives for innovation
Inadequate funding is another reason for start-up projects to fail.
It is difficult to convince market parties to financially participate
in unknown and untested freight solutions. By providing an earlystage grant or helping project partners to apply for EU funds,
new environmentally friendly concepts can prove their worth
in the first 3 years.
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